Front Inner Wheel Spacer

€3.15,-

Inner spacer fits inside the front wheel of your buggy.
Art.nr.: 75021

Foot Rest Bolt (ar uzgriezni)

€ 3.15,-

Snapped or bent foot rest bolt? You need one of these
then. Made of high quality stainless steel and comes
complete with the nut! Pack of 2.
Art.nr.: 75024

Gultnis bagijam
Buggy not running smoothly anymore?

€ 4.25,-

Buggy not running smoothly anymore? It's probably
your bearings. These bearings are high quality and are
fully sealed. You need two per wheel. Sold in single unit
packs. Art.nr.: 75004

Front Wheel Spacer

€ 4.25,-

There are two of these required for the front wheel, one
each side of the front fork. Pack of 2.
Art.nr.: 75020

Back Axle Bolt (Including Spring
€4.25,Washers)
Back axle wheel bolt made of hi-tensile steel. It comes
complete with spring washer. Remember to grease the
bolt before you tighten the nut - this makes it easier to
undo. Pack of 2..
Art.nr.: 75023

Front Fork Bolt (ar paplat.
paplāksni)

€4.25,-

Tough front fork bolt with washer.
Art.nr.: 75027

Side Frame to Back Axle Bolt (ar
€5.30,uzgriezni)
This bolt secures the side frame to the back axle. Made
of stainless steel and comes complete with the nut.
Don't forget to grease the bolt before you tighten the
nut - this will make it easier to undo. Sold in packs of 2.
Art.nr.: 75026

Side Frame to Downtube Bolt (ar
€5.30,uzgriezni)
This bolt secures the side frame to the down tube. It is
made of stainless steel and comes complete with the
nut. Don�t forget to grease the bolt before you tighten
the nut - this makes it easier to undo. Supplied in a
pack of 2. Art.nr.: 75025

Extra Wide Back Axle Bush

€5.30,-

White Nylon bushes can wear through excessive use! If
your bush is old, get a new one and feel the difference.
Fits inside extra wide back axle, ready to connect to
side frame. Art.nr.: 75032

Mazā, regulējama atslēga
Made from toughened steel, this does the job
Art.nr.: 75033

€ 7.75,-

Front Fork/Downtube Bush

€ 5.30,-

White Nylon bushes can wear through excessive use! If
your bush is old, get a new one and feel the difference.
Fits inside front fork downtube. Supplied Individually two are used in the front fork.
Art.nr.: 75030

Standard Back Axle Bush

€ 5.30,-

White Nylon bushes can wear through excessive use! If
your bush is old, get a new one and feel the difference.
Fits inside back axle, ready to connect to side frame.
This bush fits the standard axle. Art.nr.: 75031

Lielā, regulējamā atslēga

€ 6.50,-

Made from toughened steel, this does the job.
Art.nr.: 75034

Inner Tube - Wide Wheel

€ 7.50,-

Extra fat inner tube for your extra wide wheel
Art.nr.: 75003

Inner Tube - Standard Wheel

€ 7.50,-

This high quality inner tube is really substantial to
prevent those pesky punctures.
Art.nr.: 75001

Front Axle Bolt (Including Nuts) 10.65,Bent or snapped front axle bolt? You'll need one of
these then. Made from stainless steel
Art.nr.: 75022

Buggy Foot Strap Kit (pair)

€ 10.65,-

Hold your feet in place with this genuine Flexifoil buggy
footstrap kit. Art.nr.: 53101

Tyre - Standard Wheel
High quality 4-ply tyre

€ 13.00,-

Art.nr.: 75000

Buggy Splash Guard
Keep dry, keep clean.

€ 23.00,-

This super strong splashguard is made from seriously
tough stuff (PU coated woven nylon) which will keep
you dry and stop nasty stuff getting kicked up by the
front wheel Art.nr.: 53100

Tyre - Wide Wheel

€ 18.00,-

This extra wide tyre fits the standard Flexifoil wheel
hub. We recommend you take it to a car tyre place to
get it fitted - it�s a challenge to fit it yourself.

Art.nr.: 75002

Standard Wheel
Complete Package!

€ 26.80,-

In this complete package you get a hub, inner tube,
tyre and bearings. It's easy to fit in minutes and has
thick 4-ply super grippy tread. Art.nr.: 53106

Side Frame (Left)
High grade tough stainless steel

€ 38.00,-

This is a replacement frame for LEFT side as you sit in
the buggy. Art.nr.: 75012

Side Frame (Right)
High grade tough stainless steel

€ 38.00,-

This is a replacement frame for the RIGHT side as you
sit in the buggy. Art.nr.: 75013

Foot Rest

€ 42.00,-

Had a hard landing? Bent you front fork - this is your
replacement front fork. Art.nr.: 75011

Buggy Downtube
(Including Front Fork Bushes)

€ 42.00,-

Made of tough high grade stainless steal. Supplied with
front fork bushes. Art.nr.: 75014

Extra Wide Wheel
Extra wide means extra grip and stability

€ 48.00,-

Extra wide means extra grip and stability, especially for
softer surfaces. Fits any standard Flexifoil buggy, no
alterations are required. Comes complete with hub,
inner tube, tyre and bearings. Art.nr.: 53107

Extra Long Buggy Downtube
Over 6' 3

€ 54.00,-

Then you need an extra long downtube. It will give you
an extra 15cm (6 ins) of legroom, for improved comfort
and stability. Art.nr.: 53103

Buggy Seat
Take a Load Off!

€ 54.00,-

Treat yourself to a new buggy seat
Art.nr.: 75015

Front Fork

€ 64.00,-

Had a hard landing? Bent you front fork - this is your
replacement front fork. Art.nr.: 75010

Standard Back Axle
Heavy Landing?

€ 80.00,-

Bent your back axle? This is the replacement you have
been looking for. Art.nr.: 53104

Extra Wide Back Axle
Improve your upwind performance

€ 156.00,-

This extra wide axle will help improve your upwind
performance and help you to hold more power. Perfect
if you want increased stability or are interested in flat
out speed! Art.nr.: 53105

Cambered Back Axle
Lengthens and widens

€ 156.00,-

The cambered extra wide axle both lengthens and
widens the track of the buggy and kicks out the back
wheels by 14 degrees. This creates increased grip and
amazing stability. It is best used with the standard tyre
for the ultimate speed rush. Art.nr.: 53108

Visas cenas norādītas € ar PVN.

